
Tier 1 suppliers with 15% or 
more Tier 2 suppliers in  

“locked down” cities 

CORONAVIRUS SUPPLY CHAIN 
RISK SUMMARY

Tier 1 suppliers in “locked 
down” cities

Tier 1 “high risk” suppliers

OVERALL SUPPLY CHAIN  
RISK SUMMARY

Tier 1 suppliers with 50% or 
more “high risk” Tier 2 suppliers

Dun & Bradstreet’s Supply Chain Analytics identifies supplier-level risks for direct  
(Tier 1) suppliers and sub-tier (Tier 2) suppliers within your organisation’s supply chain. 
This was incorporated with location-specific data to hone in on the potential impact 
of suppliers in cities impacted by government-enforced restrictions in China and 
other countries around the globe.

This report shares the findings of advanced predictive models which identified 
suppliers that are likely to fail in the short term and also combined past data to show 
recent compliance failures and exposure to other operational risk.

Having a view into how many of your suppliers are potentially at risk enables your 
organisation to:

• Understand and mitigate supply chain risk in a prioritised and targeted approach 
when there is limited visibility into your sub-tier suppliers. 

• Understand potential compliance risk based on relationships with suppliers.

• Determine alternative suppliers based on comprehensive risk assessment. 

 

Supply Chain Analytics for Actionable Insights

Supply Chain Health Scan for 

This Health Scan report provides a high-level overview of 
potential risks to your supply chain including additional  
risk posed by the coronavirus outbreak, as of 

 

 

 



TIER 1 SUPPLIER RISK EXPOSURE

Tier 1 suppliers with high Supplier Evaluation Risk and  
Compliance/Business Continuity Risk

Tier 1 suppliers

Tier 1 suppliers with high Supplier Evaluation Risk or  
Compliance/Business Continuity Risk

TIER 1 SUPPLIERS WITH POTENTIAL CORONAVIRUS RISK EXPOSURE

Tier 1 suppliers with ≥15% Tier 2s in “locked down” cities

Tier 1 suppliers 

Tier 1 suppliers located in the “locked down” cities

Tier 1 suppliers with ≥10% Tier 2s in “locked down” cities

TIER 2 SUPPLIER RISK EXPOSURE

Tier 1 suppliers with ≥50% Tier 2s having high Supplier Evaluation Risk 
and Compliance/ Business Continuity Risk

Tier 1 suppliers linked to Tier 2 suppliers with high Supplier Evaluation 
Risk or Compliance/Business Continuity Risk

Tier 1 suppliers with chains having ≥50% Tier 2s with high Supplier 
Evaluation Risk or Compliance/Business Continuity Risk

Tier 1 suppliers with Tier 2s having high Supplier Evaluation Risk and 
Compliance/Business Continuity Risk

Detailed Analysis on Your Supply Chain Risk Exposure  

MODELED RISK FACTORS:
Coronavirus Outbreak Risk: Analysis on the potential impact of the outbreak using 
the direct supplier list your organisation provided. Risk is evaluated based on cities 
impacted by government-enforced restrictions in China and other countries at the 
time of the report.

D&B Supplier Evaluation Risk: This rating predicts the likelihood that a supplier will 
cease operations or become inactive over the next 12-month period.

Business Continuity Risk: Direct and/or sub-tier suppliers’ probability of bankruptcy, 
major financial distress, M&A activity, and other severe high risks.

Compliance Risk: Direct and/or sub-tier suppliers’ exposure to Excluded Parties 
List System debarments; Office of Foreign Assets Control sanctions; Environmental 
Protection Agency violations; or Occupational Safety & Health Administration 
violations/penalties.

*Please see accompanying spreadsheet for more detail about impacted Tier 1 suppliers



Get Further Insights on Suppliers Impacted by the 
Coronavirus Outbreak

• Country Insight Reports provide freshly updated information and analysis on 
the current risk levels if specific countries - including China - in relation to the 
global and regional business environment. These reports also include current, 
short-term and long-term recommendations.

• Business Information Reports on specific entities are available through a 
number of Dun & Bradstreet products, and we have now added details of the 
impact of the Coronavirus to the reports on many entities with headquarters or 
subsidiaries based in China.
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Dun & Bradstreet provides a number of solutions that help businesses to select 
and manage the most reliable suppliers, and stay ahead of all the factors that may 
impact those suppliers’ ability to deliver, to protect against risk and disruption. 

We also produce country and organisation-specific reports that can support effective 
risk mitigation and strategic decision making. These include:

To purchase one of these reports please speak to your Account Executive. 
Alternatively, to find out more about our full range of Supplier Intelligence products 
and services visit Dun & Bradstreet online (dnb.co.uk).
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